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Product Data Sheet

Plate Finish Rubber
Plate Finish Rubber is an general purpose smooth rubber used for a wide variety of applications, such as 
gaskets and waterproof seals. Available in two different thicknesses, 3mm and 6mm, Plate Finish Rubber can 
be supplied as rolls or cut to length for that perfect fit.

Code Metric Imperial Thickness Weight Type Colour

PR3140 140cm x 10m 5' x 33' 3mm 61kg Roll Black

PR6140 140cm x 10m 5' x 33' 6mm 116kg Roll Black

PR3140C 140cm wide 5' wide 3mm 6.1kg Cut length - per m Black

PR6140C 140cm wide 5' wide 6mm 11.6kg Cut length - per m Black

For more information about this product or, to place an order click here

Features
Typical applications: Ideal for waterproof seals and 
gaskets, workbench protective coverings, flooring, 
vehicle interiors and drawer and shelf liners.

Material: 100% rubber.

Cleaning: Wash with cold water, use vacuum 
cleaner or, use a pressure pump to remove dirt.

Sustainability: REACH compliant. Contributes to a 
cleaner environment by reducing the need to use 
cleaning chemicals.

Warranty: Lifetime.

Please note, all Imperial sizes have either been rounded up or down to the nearest whole number

Black only

Suitable for indoor use
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Plate Finish Rubber

Technical Specification

Wear resistant: Excellent wear resistance to level 3, suitable for heavy footfall

Cut to length: Yes, the rubber can be cut to length

Cut to size: Yes, the rubber can be cut to bespoke sizes

Dry area: Yes

Wheeled area: Yes

Environment: Suitable for indoor use

Impact resistant: Yes

Product testing:

Hardness Shore A ±5 65° ISO 7619‐1

SG (g/cm²) 1.50 ISO 2781

Tensile (N/mm²) 3 ISO 37

Elongation % 250 ISO 37

Compression % 43 ISO 37

Tear Strength 10.5 ISO 34‐1

Abrasion mm³ ISO 37

Sustainability:

REACH (Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restrictions of Chemicals)

Contributes to a cleaner environment by reducing the need to use cleaning 
chemicals

Temperature resistance: -20°C to +70°C

Cleaning: Wash with cold water, use vacuum cleaner or, use a pressure pump to remove dirt
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